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bee's knees english

bill maher: q & a /2/
Where he watches TV: __________ I like the idea I can't have
TiVo because you have to watch it in one room. I'll watch a video
________ the house. I'll _______ 20 minutes in my office while I'm
unpacking my briefcase. Then I watch _________ in my gym while
I ______________. And finish it in bed.
Toughest thing about political humor: The ________ for it is
always _______; about half the country ___________________.
_______ it's a big country.
Obsession: I am a real saver. I have 18 ____________ fireproof
filing cabinets. I guess I must have some fear that I won't be able
to remember everything _________ old. So for ____ year I ____
little ________ of every little thing that happened. Some guys like
cars. I like files.
Favorite conservative: John McCain, although he doesn't like
me. I've tried to get him on my show _________, and he'll do
almost any show, but he ___________ ____, ____________ I think
he doesn't like me.
Best recent gift: An industrial juicer ______________ in
restaurants. It ____________ so quickly.
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Favorite Bush administration member: The secretary of
defense, Donald Rumsfeld. He is _____ politically incorrect. He
doesn't __________, and I never feel like he's _________________.
Household item that defines him: The _____ painting of my
head ____ the artist John Robinson. It's on a hallway leading
upstairs where people don't see it. It isn't __________, because
I'm not ____ ________, but it ____________ a twinkle in my eye,
____________ I like it.
What he drives: _________________ the Prius hybrid, but I just
________________ the Lexus hybrid. My new car is _______ an
S.U.V., so it doesn't ___________________, but when the Lexus
__________, I ___________ see how the other half lives.
Superstitions: I'm sure I have them even though I _______ them. I
_______ like I have to think about ______________before I go to
bed ________. I feel that if I don't do this, they will go
unprotected. _________ it every day for 30 years.
Religious practice: I _______ religion and _________________
that. What I have is a _____ that ___________________ should
proceed toward ____________. I hope that ___________ I pass on
I __________________ all the trappings of materialism and ego.

